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office

Storage in the modern office becomes
ever more critical as office costs escalate
and working areas shrink.
The efficiently of the storage also has
increasing importance as the time of
your staff becomes ever more valuable.
Rackline, formed in 1984, has spent over
25 years developing its office storage
systems to address these demands.
Its range of British manufactured steel
storage ranging from basic cabinets to
sophisticated powered mobile shelving
systems have been designed to be both
practical and aesthetically pleasings.

This brochure shows the full product range
Rackline have developed.
• Rackline hold ISO9001: 2000 Quality
standards and ISO140001 Environmental
standards.
• Rackline product has been tested to
BS EN 14073-2:2004.
• Rackline are a framework supplier for
Buying Solutions (Framework no. RM440L).

storage
solutions

• Rackline product conforms to the latest
BS5454 standard.
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an attractive
system with a wide
range of accessories

protects your
product on
the shelf

Profile shelving is suitable for the storage
of all office items, from files and wallets
to stationary and personal items with
interchangeable clips and a wide range
of accessories including books supports,
full height dividers, drawers, pull out
cradles, card holders, lockers and pull
out reference shelves.

Proform shelving has been designed to
protect your office product on the shelf.
Important documents and manuscripts are
cosseted by the double panel upright which
ensures there are no protrusions, edges or
raised seams. It also means that when shelves
are pitched asymmetrically, the shelf clips will
not protrude into the adjoining aperture.
The double panel upright gives a high quality
look that can be further enchanced by adding
a decorative end panel or top.

Proform or Profile shelving can be specified
either static or mobile and have a wide range
of supporting accessories.

The system has been designed to ensure
there are no sharp edges to the uprights.
The uprights are fully enclosed to ensure
that files will not migrate from bay to
bay or become trapped behind posts.

Proform shelving is tested to
BS EN 14073-2:2004.

The delta edge design gives rigid strength
whilst maximizing the width of the shelf.
Profile shelving is tested to
BS EN 14073-2:2004.

Single panel upright for strength and
ensuring maximum use of space.

Double panel upright for
total protection to stock.

monotrak
operates on
a single
guide track

Rackline can create a vinyl graphic of your
choice or design to enhance the end panels
of the mobile system

By combining Monotrak with either Profile or
Proform shelving your storage capacity can
easily be doubled over conventional storage.

“A low profile
design often
allows an
additional level
of filing”

Monotrak’s low profile design often allows an
additional level of filing to be accomodated,
further increasing capacity.
The unique Monotrak system can sit directly
onto an existing floor (even a raised access
floor) without trip hazards and unlike other
mobile products does not require a base or
infill floor and can be relocated easily.

A range of attractive handles and end panels can be added to the Monotrak system
to create a finish complimenting the office environment.
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filestation
typically saves
you up to 33%
of floorspace

“High density storage
has always been
missing from the heart
of the office. Our
vision of Filestation
was to introduce that
efficiency with a
stylish product”

Capitalise with
our unique low
level high density
storage solution
Filestation is the first high density product
specifically designed for the working office.
By bringing active files back into the central
office, productivity is increased dramatically.
Filestation also cuts retrieval times by 40%
compared to traditional solutions.
The Filestation is the first mobile system to
use ‘Thrutrak’, this allows a Filestation to be
located in the centre of the office providing
access from either side and the flexibility
of either a free standing Filestation or the
traditional benching layout.
Filestation can be finished in a range of
colours and have a decorative top to provide
an aesthetic finish. As with all Rackline
products, a full range of accessories including
hanging rails, lockers, pull out drawers and
reference shelves are available.

In an office of 100
people introducing
Filestation can
generate savings of
£100,000 per annum
on rental costs

Thrutrak gives access from either side
of the Filestation.

Accessories include lockers, pull out
drawers, book supports and pull out
reference shelves.

Rackline’s powered systems comply fully with the new British standard BS EN 15095:2007
which include:
A Safety edge running the full length of
the system.
A Safety edge on both sides of the
mobile unit.
Voids at the rear of the mobiles not less than
50mm and not more than 180mm.

A minimum distance between uprights of
25mm to allow for the fitting of safety edges
to all mobile units.
Emergency stop buttons are the latching type
that can be manually reset.

powertrak
subtle controls
to allow a truly
flush finish

maximise
your space

The Powertrak system has the same high
density storage properties as Monotrak but
offers powered movement for each of access.
At the touch of a button the mobile system
will move in the required direction, allowing
fast access, effortlessly.
Options include linking the Powertrak system
into your file coding software which can lead
to self referencing filing within the mobile
system opening the correct aisle simply by
scanning the file.

with electronic technology
“Options available
with the Powertrak
system included
timed access,
automatic lighting
and PIN access”

pirouette
fast access
rotary storage
system

With office space at a premium, Pirouette
provides a more efficient use of storage
and space. For example one Pirouette
unit will hold the equivalent of 5
four-drawer cabinets whilst using a
third less space.
Retrieval times are also faster by up to
50% as it takes just two seconds to open
a Pirouette unit.

“Pirouette is a high
density and fast
retrieval storage
system with double
sided cabinets mounted
onto a heavy-duty
rotary base”

When they are closed, Pirouettes provide
an aesthetically pleasing frontage which
compliments the office environment.
The Pirouette Rotary Storage Unit is tested
to BS EN 14073-2:2004.

secure
pirouette
essential in
confidential
office areas

Secure pirouette
The Secure Pirouette units provides the same space saving and efficiency as the standard
Pirouette unit, but allows a much higher level of security to allow very important documents to
be stored securely in the office environment.
Locking systems are standard.
The Secure Pirouette has a large number of security features to prevent covert entry including:
rigid steel case and flush fitted rear closure panel, a detachable hand operated lock latching plate
has a security combination which can be set to personal use. Classification can be confirmed by
the Government Security Division.

Accessories for the Pirouette
Pull out shelves

Duplex shelves

Pull out cradles

Book supports

Lockers

Pull out drawers

sidetrak

cabinets

combines static
and mobile
storage

a ‘must have’
for any office
environment
The Rackline range of cabinets includes:

The Sidetrak system is the ideal solution for
the limited space in any office that needs
a high volume of storage, i.e. corridors and
alcoves etc.

Standard filing cabinets with a foolproof
anti-tilt locking mechanism.
Side filers designed with a robust welded
construction and the option of individually
locking drawers.

The system features a row of fixed cabinets
fronted by one less in number of sliding units.
The rear rank is accessed by sliding the front
cabinets, add roller shutter doors to make the
system secure.

Tambour units with either vertical or side
opening tambours.
Open fronted and double door cupboards.

In confined environments that have corridor
space Sidetrak is an ingenious design to create
storage from previously unused areas.

A sleek and pleasing to look at product
enhances any office.

“This cabinet range
works alongside
the rest of the
Rackline portfolio
with complimentary
colours and finishes.

“Unloved corridors
and alcoves get a
new lease of life
with the Sidetrak
system”

rackline

a british storage
manufacturer
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making
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For a free no obligation site survey, layout drawings
and quotation, contact the team today.

t: 01782 777666
e: now@rackline.co.uk
www.rackline.co.uk
Rackline Limited, Oaktree Lane, Talke,
Newcastle-Under-Lyme, Staffordshire ST7 1RX

